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THE WESTERN EIM
Activation of the Western EIM with the participation of the
California ISO and PacifiCorp on November 1, 2014 was an
important step in the evolution of western power markets.
• The Nevada companies began participating in the Western
EIM in December 2015.
• Puget Sound Energy and Arizona Public Service will begin
participating in the Western EIM in Fall 2016; Portland
General Electric in Fall 2017, and Idaho Power in Spring,
2018.

.
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THE WESTERN EIM

The EIM
already
covers a
broad
footprint in
WECC, and
that footprint
will expand
substantially
in the next
few years.
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THE WESTERN EIM
Participation in the Western EIM helps the EIM entities and other
EIM participants reduce rate payer costs in several ways that are
easy to visualize:
• Balancing variations in intermittent output within their individual
balancing authority areas at lower cost;
• Enabling fuller utilization of the transmission system in realtime;
• Allowing better use of surplus intermittent resource output in
adjacent balancing authority areas to reduce the output of
thermal generation in real-time.
.
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PRICE TRANSPARENCY
The operation of the Western EIM also provides price visibility for
all utilities and generators in the WECC, without regard to
whether they are EIM participants.
• Unlike bilateral trading platforms, the EIM posts prices
every day, every 15 minutes, at every location.

.
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TRADING AND CONTRACTING
Implementation of the western EIM also has the potential to
benefit trading and forward contracting within the EIM footprint
and thereby reduce costs in ways that are a little more subtle
than the production cost savings noted above.
• At present, forward power contracts within the region can be
booked out day-ahead in the bilateral market if the day-ahead
price of power is lower than the cost of the generation that
would be used to cover the contract.
• It is more difficult, however, for contract parties, even
balancing authority area operators, to cover their contract
deliveries with purchases of lower cost spot market energy on
an hourly, 15 minute or five minute basis during the operating
day.
.
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TRADING AND CONTRACTING
Sellers obligated to deliver power under forward contracts at
locations within the EIM footprint can to choose to cover those
contracts with their own generation or with lower cost spot market
purchases on a 15 minute or 5 minute basis by participating in
the EIM spot market.
• The California ISO’s real-time EIM dispatch will dispatch EIM
resources down relative to their base schedule whenever their
bids show it would be cheaper to buy power to cover their
schedule in the fifteen minute market (FMM/RTPD) than to
generate the power using their own generation resources.
• The California ISO’s real-time EIM dispatch will also dispatch
EIM resources down relative to their Fifteen Minute Market
schedule whenever the resources’ bids show it would be
cheaper to buy power to cover their schedule in the five
minute market (RTD) than to operate their own generation.
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TRADING AND CONTRACTING
There is no obligation for parties with bilateral contracts to participate
in the EIM spot market. The EIM design readily accommodates
bilateral transactions, whether or not the contract parties choose to
actively participate in the EIM.
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TRADING AND CONTRACTING
There is no obligation for a generator to participate in the EIM
real-time dispatch and reduce output when the EIM price is less
than the generator’s incremental cost. Suppliers can choose to
cover their base schedules using their own generation without
regard to EIM spot prices.
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TRADING AND CONTRACTING
However, if a generator chooses to participate in the Western
EIM’s real-time dispatch, it would at times be able to cover forward
contracts, or load serving obligations, for less than its incremental
generating cost (including the opportunity cost value of water used
to generate power) by purchasing power to cover its contract in
the EIM spot market whenever the spot market price is less than
its incremental generation cost.
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TRADING AND CONTRACTING
A generator buying power in the EIM spot market to cover a
contract will be hedged against congestion by its base schedule
so the cost of covering its contract in the spot market would be the
spot price at its location, $32 in the example, even if there were
congestion between the generator’s location and the point of sale
at the trading hub.
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TRADING AND CONTRACTING
Contract parties can book out transactions day-ahead in the dayahead bilateral market without the need to participate in the
Western EIM spot market, and they will continue to be able to do
this within the EIM market when they find this to be advantageous.
• Participation in the EIM real-time spot market provides an
additional option for sellers to cover their forward contracts with
cheaper power on a 15 minute basis, and even on a 5 minute
basis, in real-time.
• Conversely, if a seller books out of its forward transaction dayahead, it could realize additional value by participating in the
EIM spot market in real-time and being dispatched to generate
power whenever the price at its location exceeds its
incremental generating costs.
.
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TRADING AND CONTRACTING
The EIM spot market provides a symmetric benefit to load serving
entities that have bought power in forward markets that turns out
to be in excess of their real-time needs.
• Such a load serving entity can use the purchased power to
back down their internal generation, reducing its costs by the
avoided incremental generation cost.
• The load serving entity could also bid its generation into the
EIM spot market, in which case the purchased power would in
effect be used to back down the load serving entity’s generation
whenever the cost of that generation exceeded the spot price
and would be sold in the EIM spot market whenever the spot
price exceeded the incremental cost of the load serving entity’s
generation.
.
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TRADING AND CONTRACTING
Consider a hypothetical 100 megawatt on peak forward contract
with a contract price at Mead of $21 per megawatt hour. ICE
reported day-ahead transactions for March 22, 2016 at Mead at
$19.75, which would have allowed the contract to be profitably
booked out day-ahead.
Mead ICE Day-Ahead and CAISO 15 Minute Prices - Peak Hours, March 22nd 2016

.
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TRADING AND CONTRACTING
If the seller’s incremental generation cost were $18 per megawatt
hour, however, it might choose to cover the forward sale by
operating its generation, rather than buying power at $19.75 per
megawatt hour.
• If the seller operated its generation, it would cover the contract
in real-time at a cost of $18 per megawatt hour;
• If the seller bid its generation into the EIM spot market and
bought power to cover the contract whenever the spot price
was lower than its incremental generation cost, it would have
been able to cover the contract at a cost of $8.92 per megawatt
hour.
nd
Mead ICE Day-Ahead and CAISO 15 Minute Prices Peak Hours, March 22 2016

.
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TRADING AND CONTRACTING
The savings from participation in the EIM market were particularly
large on March 22 because RTPD prices averaged only $13.27
per megawatt hour.
• The savings from participation in the EIM spot market depend
on the variability of real-time prices, not just their average level;
• The RTPD prices averaged $22.96 on March 9, compared to a
day-ahead price on ICE of $18 per megawatt hour.
Mead ICE Day-Ahead and CAISO 15 Minute Prices Peak Hours, March 9th 2016

.
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TRADING AND CONTRACTING
If this generator chose not to book out its sale day-ahead because
its incremental cost was only $17, it would still have been able to
slightly reduce its cost of covering the contract by participating in
the EIM spot market.
• The average cost of covering the contract by running its
generation with a cost of $17 or buying power in the EIM spot
market would have been $16.24, despite an average fifteen
minute price of $22.96 per megawatt hour.
Mead ICE Day-Ahead and CAISO 15 Minute Prices Peak Hours, March 9th 2016

.
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TRADING AND CONTRACTING
On March 21 the average 15 minute price was $22.17 per
megawatt hour, almost identical to the $22 per megawatt hour
day-ahead transaction price on ICE.
• A generator with an incremental generating cost of $21 per
megawatt hour would have been able to cover its contract at a
cost of only $17.66 per megawatt hour by participating in the
EIM spot market.
Mead ICE Day-Ahead and CAISO 15 Minute Prices Peak Hours, March 21st 2016

.
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TRADING HUBS AND THE EIM
This ability to reduce the cost of covering forward power sales by
participating in the EIM spot market does not require that the
contract sink be within the EIM footprint. The same cost savings
would accrue if the power sunk in a balancing area external to the
EIM footprint.
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TRADING HUBS AND THE EIM
This ability to reduce the cost of covering forward power sales by
participating in the EIM spot market also does not require that the
point of sale be within the EIM footprint. The same cost savings
would accrue if the point of sale were a trading hub external to the
EIM footprint.
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TRADING HUBS AND THE EIM
The economics of participating in the EIM spot market to reduce
the cost of covering either load serving obligations or forward
power contracts do not depend on where the generation is located
relative to the load or contract delivery point.
• The base schedule hedges the seller on congestion between
the generator and the delivery point.
• The resource is dispatched based on its bid relative to the EIM
price at its location, the FMM price in RTPD and the five minute
price in RTD.
• The point of delivery under the contract or the location of the
load serving obligation has no impact on the dispatch.

.
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TRADING HUBS AND THE EIM
These beneficial impacts of EIM expansion on trading in WECC
flow from same fundamentals that drive the production cost
savings from EIM participation and expansion:
• As generators use the EIM to reduce the cost of covering
bilateral contracts by dispatching their generation down and
purchasing power when EIM spot prices are low, they will
provide a market for otherwise surplus intermittent output,
reduce intermittent output curtailments, and reduce the
frequency that intermittent resource output is sold at negative
prices.
• As more suppliers participate in the EIM with resources that are
not needed to cover contracts or provide reserves, allowing that
generation to be dispatched up when EIM spot prices are high,
this will improve the WECCs ability to balance load and
generation when intermittent resource output falls, and reduce
the height of price spikes.
.
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TRADING HUBS AND THE EIM
Participation in the EIM will also permit resource operators to
conserve the dispatch of hydro generation during low hydro years,
or periods of the year, to the hours when the hydro generation has
the most value, covering sales and load serving obligations with
purchases from the EIM spot market when the cost of spot energy
is lower than the value of their water.
• The EIM spot market will also provide a broader market for run
of river hydro during off-peak hours when it may be competing
with high wind output within the local balancing authority area.
• The impact of the Western EIM on trading will become larger as
the EIM footprint expands to include both more dispatchable
and intermittent generation and to include more established
trading hubs.
.
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